a b s t r a c t iTOUGH2 is a simulation-optimization framework for the TOUGH suite of nonisothermal multiphase flow models and related simulators of geophysical, geochemical, and geomechanical processes. After appropriate parameterization of subsurface structures and their properties, iTOUGH2 runs simulations for multiple parameter sets and analyzes the resulting output for parameter estimation through automatic model calibration, local and global sensitivity analyses, data-worth analyses, and uncertainty propagation analyses. Development of iTOUGH2 is driven by scientific challenges and user needs, with new capabilities continually added to both the forward simulator and the optimization framework. This review article provides a summary description of methods and features implemented in iTOUGH2, and discusses the usefulness and limitations of an integrated simulation-optimization workflow in support of the characterization and analysis of complex multiphysics subsurface systems.
Introduction
Advanced subsurface modeling software is capable of simulating how valuable resources-such as water, oil, gas, and heatcan be extracted from the pore space of soils and rocks, or how harmful materials-such as chemical and radioactive waste, or carbon dioxide-can be safely stored in the deep Earth or tracked as they migrate through the subsurface, or how fluids and energy could be temporarily stored underground for later retrieval.
Considerable effort is invested in the development and maintenance of such simulators. In particular, the mathematical representation of hydrological, thermal, geochemical, and geomechanical processes and their coupling is continuously refined, so is the numerical robustness and efficiency with which the resulting set of coupled governing equations is solved. Moreover, the simulators are enhanced to add interactions between the subsurface and other natural systems (e.g., surface water bodies, biosphere and atmosphere) as well as engineered components (e.g., wellbores, tunnels, containment systems, and sensors).
Powerful simulators are essential tools to help researchers and practitioners understand Earth systems. Moreover, numerical models are used for predictive purposes at specific sites. Direct human interventions in the subsurface (specifically injection, production, cleanup, and other reservoir management operations) or indirect interferences (e.g., through changes in climatic conditions or land use) can be predicted and analyzed, serving as the basis for optimizing or mitigating their impacts.
Assessing the behavior of actual systems requires that all relevant site-specific features be implemented and their properties characterized with a high enough accuracy so that the prediction uncertainty remains acceptable. This aspect of site-specific predictive simulation often leads to the most challenging tasks in the modeling process, such as the gathering, analysis, and pre-processing of diverse characterization data, conceptual and geologic model development, discretization of intricate geometric features, representation of complex forcing terms, model calibration, and predictive simulations with associated uncertainty quantification.
In this paper, we consider multiphysics problems in complex subsurface environments. In particular, we are interested in the flow of fluid mixtures, where each phase (i.e., gaseous, aqueous, and non-aqueous phase liquids) consists of multiple components (e.g., water, non-condensible gases, and volatile organic compounds), and where the coupling to strong thermal effects are of importance. Moreover, we may want to calculate geochemical reactions, geomechanical stresses and strains, or geophysical attributes as they are affected by temperature or changes in the distribution or composition of the fluids. Multiple simulators exist that are capable of modeling such coupled processes; a review of Contents lists available at ScienceDirect journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/cageo these forward simulators is beyond the scope of this paper, but can be found in articles that describe code-comparison studies (Baca and Seth, 1996; O'Sullivan et al., 2001; Oldenburg et al., 2003; Pruess et al., 2004; MDH Engineered Solutions Corporation, 2005; Hudson et al., 2009; Birkle, 2011; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2015; Steefel et al., 2015; Fowler et al., 2016) .
The iTOUGH2 simulation-optimization framework is built around software modules collectively known as the TOUGH suite of non-isothermal multiphase flow and transport simulators ; http://esd.lbl.gov/TOUGH). Developed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the early 1980s primarily for geothermal reservoir engineering, the suite of TOUGH simulators is now widely used at universities, government organizations, and private industry for applications related to geological carbon sequestration, nuclear waste disposal, energy production from geothermal, oil and gas reservoirs as well as methane hydrate deposits, environmental remediation, vadose zone hydrology, and other uses that involve coupled thermal, hydrological, geochemical, and geomechanical processes in permeable media. An overview and history of the TOUGH codes can be obtained from a series of review articles (Pruess, 2004; Finsterle et al., , 2014 .
iTOUGH2 (Finsterle, 2004 ; http://esd.lbl.gov/iTOUGH2) provides inverse modeling capabilities and (local and global) sensitivity and uncertainty propagation analyses for most TOUGH modules or any stand-alone simulation program . Such model-independent inverse modeling capabilities are also provided by other software packages, such as PEST (Doherty, 2010) , UCODE (Poeter et al., 2014) , and DAKOTA (Adams et al., 2016) . Many specialized inversion codes exist for geophysical and other application areas. Finally, mathematical optimization algorithms are implemented in proprietary or opensource libraries and toolboxes, or are an integral part of computer languages. It is far beyond the scope of this paper to review and compare these approaches and related software packages. Instead, as part of this special issue on TOUGH, we present the capabilities of iTOUGH2 and how they can be used to develop a site-specific TOUGH model, enhance the understanding of input-output relationships, and quantify estimation and prediction uncertainties.
After presenting some general features of iTOUGH2 and providing an overview of iTOUGH2 case studies, we will discuss its various application modes, which include parameter estimation through automatic model calibration, sensitivity and data-worth analyses, and uncertainty quantification. We finally demonstrate some of iTOUGH2's features on a hydrogeomechanical problem.
iTOUGH2 overview
2.1. Description of simulation-optimization framework iTOUGH2 has been referred to as a simulation-optimization framework, as it supports a workflow that aims at improving system understanding and decision making based on data and quantitative predictions using a numerical process simulator. Elements of this workflow include iterative improvement of a conceptual and numerical model based on prior knowledge and measured data, whereby data collection is driven by the need to determine influential model parameters with sufficient accuracy so that the subsequent predictions have an uncertainty level that is acceptable for the intended purpose of the model. This workflow and its support by the various iTOUGH2 toolsets are described in more detail in Finsterle et al. (2012) and Finsterle (2015a) .
On its most basic level, iTOUGH2 generates various subsets of select input parameters, invokes the appropriate TOUGH module, and then extracts a specific subset of the simulator's output variables. The input-output relationship established by this simple scheme enables algorithms to (1) propose new parameter sets that likely lead to an improved fit of the model to measured data (parameter estimation), (2) examine the relative influence each parameter has on model predictions or related, quantifiable objectives (sensitivity analysis), (3) evaluate the information content of observable output variables (data-worth analysis), (4) assess the uncertainty and correlation structure of estimated parameters (error analysis), (5) examine the variability and uncertainty of model predictions (uncertainty propagation analysis), and (6) generate snapshots for the development of efficient surrogate models (reduced-order modeling). A vast array of methods and algorithms exist for each of these application modes, each with its distinct advantages and limitations.
We denote the vector of n adjustable input parameters as p. The elements of p are potentially transformed parameters that can be mapped to one or multiple TOUGH input variables. They typically represent material properties (such as permeability, thermal conductivity, adsorption coefficient, or Young's modulus), but may also include initial and boundary conditions, forcing terms, and control parameters. Moreover, geostatistical properties as well as trends, shifts, and autocorrelation coefficients of the data can be considered input parameters to be varied, analyzed or estimated by iTOUGH2. In general, any aspect of the system that can be parameterized and included in TOUGH or its pre-and postprocessors can be subjected to an iTOUGH2 analysis; an example is described in Wellmann et al. (2014) .
The subset of discrete model output variables is compiled in vector z of length m. Elements of z are typically observable variables (such as pressures, temperatures, concentrations, flow rates, deformations) at select points in space and time. Prior information about the parameters in p can be considered the result of an observation; their initial values may thus be included in vector z. Depending on the application, z may also contain target values that need to be minimized or maximized; examples include the total amount of contaminants in a system, costs, acceptable level of surface deformation, and energy production. In general, any TOUGH output variable or function thereof can be included in a performance measure to be analyzed by iTOUGH2. The elements of z are expected to depend on the parameter vector p. In inverse modeling, each model output z i (p) corresponds to a measured data point, denoted by z i *(i¼1, …, m).
In most applications, a priori uncertainty or variability is associated with each element of p and z. These measures are used to weigh fitting errors, scale composite sensitivity measures, describe sampling distributions, or reflect acceptable estimation or prediction uncertainties. They are expressed as a variance and summarized in covariance matrix C zz of dimensions m Â m.
Having the TOUGH simulator fully integrated into the iTOUGH2 framework, as indicated above, has considerable advantages in terms of user convenience, but also accuracy and efficiency. For example, iTOUGH2 has information about the spatial and temporal structure of the model. Moreover, it can control and interact with the simulator, should an individual forward run encounter convergence problems. To increase flexibility, iTOUGH2 supports the PEST protocol (Doherty, 2010; Finsterle and Zhang, 2011a) , which links iTOUGH2's toolsets to external models. These external models can be pre-or postprocessors, or programs that are unrelated to the TOUGH suite of codes. The user may also conduct analyses in which a fully integrated TOUGH model is combined with an external model. PEST-style template and instruction files are used, respectively, to pass input parameters updated by the iTOUGH2 optimization routines to the model, and to retrieve the model-calculated values that correspond to observable variables.
The computational burden of an iTOUGH2 analysis lies almost exclusively in the repeated computation of the TOUGH output for multiple parameter sets. In particular, the calculation of the elements of the Jacobian matrix,
by finite differences requires (n þ 1) simulation runs. Fortunately, these forward simulations are independent of each other and can thus be run in parallel. iTOUGH2 also improves the efficiency of other methods (e.g., derivative-free global minimization algorithms and Monte Carlo simulations) to the extent that the algorithm can be "embarrassingly parallelized" (a technical term used to indicate that no data exchange between child processes is needed). As an alternative, the parallel versions of the TOUGH forward simulator (e.g., TOUGH3, Jung et al., 2016) can be linked to iTOUGH2 using the PEST protocol described above. Finally, Commer et al. (2014) developed MPiTOUGH2, a version of iTOUGH2 that uses a two-level parallelization approach. Independent TOUGH forward simulations are run in parallel, and at the same time, each TOUGH run is parallelized using domain decomposition. Table 1 shows a partial list of iTOUGH2 case studies that were documented in peer-reviewed journal articles. The list demonstrates the diversity of questions addressed by iTOUGH2, which range from fundamental understanding of input-output relationships, to design of laboratory and field experiments, to the analysis of data collected on multiple scales, to the calibration of sitespecific models. The list also indicates the usefulness of iTOUGH2 in a variety of application areas and different research and engineering environments.
iTOUGH2 case studies

Inverse modeling
General approach
As indicated by its name, the main purpose of iTOUGH2 is to solve the inverse problem based on the TOUGH forward simulator. Select parameters are estimated by minimizing some measure of the misfit between select simulation outputs and their corresponding measurement data. A single, best-estimate parameter set is obtained. This approach is referred to as a deterministic inversion (as opposed to a stochastic inversion; see, for example, Linde and Vrugt (2013) ). Under certain conditions, the point estimate and its uncertainty can be related to the assumed distribution of the posterior residuals. The method is then referred to as maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, or-if a regularization term related to the prior distribution of the parameters is added-as maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
The following subsections summarize the key elements of a formalized approach to parameter estimation by automatic history matching as implemented in iTOUGH2. After a short description of the joint inversion concept, we first discuss the objective function, followed by a list of local and global algorithms used to determine its minimum. Finally, we explain why a comprehensive residual and error analysis is considered essential for a meaningful interpretation of the inverse modeling results.
Multiphysics joint inversion
The basic motivation for performing multiphysics joint inversions is that information contained in different data types is likely to be complementary to each other. For example, geophysical data generally contain information about the subsurface structure and spatial phase distribution, whereas hydrogeological data contain information about flow and transport properties. Combining the two data sets allows for the determination of the spatial distribution of flow properties. Geomechanical data also serve the purpose of better constraining a flow model, but may also be analyzed for the specific analysis of geomechanical properties and processes. Fig. 1 shows iTOUGH2's multiphysics joint inversion framework.
iTOUGH2's capabilities for jointly inverting hydrological and geophysical data for the estimation of hydrogeological, geophysical, and geostatistical parameters (Kowalsky et al., 2004 (Kowalsky et al., , 2005 have been recently extended to include time-domain electromagnetic and seismic data. These capabilities are implemented in MPiTOUGH2 (Commer et al., 2014) . Time-lapse electrical DC resistivity data can also be simulated using the BERT finite-element code (Günther et al., 2006; Doetsch et al., 2013) . Straight-ray, curved-ray, and fullwaveform seismic simulators are integrated. Multiple petrophysical relations linking hydrological properties and states to various geophysical attributes are available. Geomechanical modeling is fully integrated in iTOUGH2, allowing the user to estimate geomechanical parameters based on displacement observations (and other sensitive data). An example of a joint inversion of hydrogeological and geomechanical data is shown in Section 8.
Objective function
The objective function is an integral measure of misfit between the observable model output and corresponding measurements. The topology of the objective function determines the solution of the inverse problem, including its uniqueness and stability. The objective function generally is a complex hypersurface in the ndimensional parameter space, exhibiting multiple local minima, as well as ridges, saddle points, and long narrow valleys, making it difficult to identify the global minimum. Moreover, the shape, orientation, and convexity of the objective function near the minimum reflect, respectively, the non-linearity, correlation structure, and uncertainty of the estimated parameters. The topology of the objective function can be improved by proper parameterization of the problem, and by collecting data that are sensitive to and contain complementary information about the parameters to be estimated, which should be the declared purpose of numerically designing laboratory and field experiments through sensitivity analyses and notional inversions, as discussed in Finsterle (2015a).
The weighted least-squares objective function is almost universally used in hydrogeological inverse problems and many other application areas, often without explicit justification. Many minimization algorithms (see Section 3.4) and analyses of the estimation errors (see Section 3.5) rely on the objective function being approximately quadratic, i.e.,
T zz 1 where =( * − ( )) r z z p is the residual vector of length m, and C zz is the measurement covariance matrix, often assumed to be diagonal.
iTOUGH2 uses the following generalized likelihood function known as the skew exponential power (SEP) distribution (Schoups and Vrugt, 2010) { } ( )
where ξ is the skewness parameter and β is the kurtosis parameter. The coefficients ξ a t , , μ ξ , σ ξ , β c , and ω β are computed as a function of ξ and β, as detailed in Schoups and Vrugt (2010) . The density p is symmetric for ξ¼1, and skewed to the left (right) for ξ41 (ξ o1). For ξ¼1, a uniform distribution is obtained for β¼ À1, a Gaussian for β¼0, and a Laplacian for β¼1. While the standard L 1 (least absolute value) and L 2 (least squares) estimators are included as special cases of the SEP, it is flexible enough to also handle non-symmetric, heavy-tailed distributions, as are often observed when analyzing residuals after a calibration. In addition to Eq. (2), iTOUGH2 allows the user to select from a set of predefined objective functions. These include functions that are based on a known probability density function (pdf), such as the Gaussian, and more heavy-tailed distributions such as the double-exponential and Cauchy distributions. Empirical functions are also included, such as the Huber and Andrews estimators, which do not correspond to a standard pdf (Finsterle and Najita, 1998) . In particular, the Andrews estimator discards any residual larger than a user-specified threshold value, effectively eliminating the potentially strong bias introduced by outliers in the data. Non-normal and heteroscedastic errors can also be accounted for by employing a Box-Cox transformation to the calculated and simulated observables, and to represent autocorrelated residuals. Finally, the Nash-Sutcliffe and Kling-Gupta efficiency criteria (Gupta et al., 2009 ) may be selected as objective functions to be minimized. Some of the objective functions mentioned above contain statistical parameters (such as skewness ξ, kurtosis β, Box-Cox parameter λ, or autocorrelation coefficient ρ) that may not be well known. They must be determined iteratively by an analysis of the final residuals after a preliminary inversion. Alternatively, through proper scaling of the objective functions in iTOUGH2, these statistical parameters may be jointly estimated along with the adjustable parameters of the physical system, as demonstrated in Finsterle and Zhang (2011b) . It is recommended to perform a detailed residual analysis after an inversion to test whether the final residuals comply with the assumptions underlying the chosen objective function.
Minimization algorithm
Within the context of maximum likelihood estimation, the best-estimate parameter set is identified by finding the minimum of the objective function in the n-dimensional parameter space. Note that the well-or ill-posedness of an inverse problem is entirely determined by the topology of the objective function-not by the (in)ability of a given search algorithm to find its global minimum. It is noted, however, that an ill-posed inverse problem makes it difficult or impossible to detect a unique solution.
While many of the large number of available minimization algorithms perform well for a specific class of inverse problems, the difficulty for a modeler lies in navigating the tradeoff between generality and efficiency. This is particularly important for Table 2 Overview of minimization algorithms implemented in iTOUGH2.
Algorithm Advantages, Limitations Comments
Derivative-based local minimization algorithms Gauss-Newton (e.g., Aster et al., 2013 )
Very efficient for weakly non-linear least-squares problems; tends to overshoot for strongly non-linear problems
Most efficient method for linear least-squares models; rarely used for non-linear iTOUGH2 inversions; Levenberg-Marquardt method approaches Gauss-Newton method near minimum Levenberg-Marquardt (Levenberg, 1944; Marquardt, 1963) ( )
Efficient, flexible local algorithm for non-linear least-squares problems
Adaptively interpolates between robust gradient descent and efficient Gauss-Newton step; Tikhonov matrix D can be chosen as (1) D¼ I, (2) D¼diag(F), or (3) D ¼eigenvalue(F), ordered according to parameter identifiability; initial Levenberg parameter value λ can be automatically determined; parameters can be adaptively selected based on composite sensitivity measure or independence measure or truncated SVD and superparameters
Derivative-free local minimization algorithm Downhill Simplex Algorithm (Nelder and Mead, 1965) Minimizes continuous and discontinuous cost functions in relatively low-dimensional parameter spaces
Generates series of (n þ1)-dimensional simplexes by (1) moving the point of the simplex with the highest cost function through the opposite face of the simplex, (2) reflecting, (3) expanding, or (4) contracting the simplex from the previous step. Initial simplex and contraction can be evaluated in parallel Sampling-based global algorithm; no restrictions on topology of objective function; robust but inefficient Meta-heuristic minimization algorithm that is based on an analogy to evolutionary processes, including reproduction, cross-over, mutation, and fitness. Harmony Search Algorithm (Geem et al., 2001) Sampling-based global algorithm; no restrictions on topology of objective function; robust but inefficient Meta-heuristic minimization algorithm that is based on an analogy to musical performance processes, such as improvisation and pitch adjustment Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) Sampling-based global algorithm; no restrictions on topology of objective function; robust but inefficient computationally costly forward models, which prevent an exhaustive evaluation of the high-dimensional parameter space. While many of the global minimization algorithms are successful in estimating parameters and determining complex confidence regions for analytical test functions or highly simplified process models, their usefulness (and thus relevance) for solving real-life optimization problems is often limited. There exists a second tradeoff that needs to be addressed by the objectives of the study rather than the available algorithm. It is that between accurately determining the uncertainty of an oversimplified model versus obtaining an approximate measure of estimation uncertainty for an accurate, physics-based process model. Model-reduction techniques, if combined with a sound approximation error model, may provide a valid approach to address these issues. Table 2 summarizes the minimization algorithms implemented in iTOUGH2. They are approximately ordered from efficient to computationally demanding methods. In Table 2 , where k is the iteration index (omitted in Table 2). For derivative-based local minimization algorithms, the Jacobian J k and residual vector r k need to be recalculated at each iteration. A Broyden rank-one update of the Jacobian matrix is available in iTOUGH2, whereby the need to perform a full recalculation of the Jacobian is automatically determined. The parameters to be updated by derivative-based algorithms can be adaptively selected based on a composite sensitivity measure (see Section 4), parameter independence measure (see Section 3.5), or parameter identifiability measure (Doherty and Hunt, 2009 ) in combination with a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) of the Fisher matrix F. Optimization can also be performed along so-called superparameters (Tonkin and Doherty, 2005 ). The truncation limit is user-specified and can be adaptively relaxed so that the number of parameters included in the optimization generally increases as the inversion proceeds.
Minimization of the objective function is stopped if one of several convergence criteria is met. Typically, the user specifies a maximum number of forward runs or parameter vector updates as a pragmatic criterion, but other measures (such as the value or gradient of the objective function, size of parameter update, or number of unsuccessful uphill steps) can be used.
The default minimization method in iTOUGH2 is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with a Tikhonov matrix D that consists of the diagonal elements of the Fisher matrix F, and a Jacobian J that is calculated (potentially in parallel) by forward finite differences. This method has been found to be both robust and efficient for many non-linear least-squares problems involving a computationally demanding TOUGH forward simulation. In addition, iTOUGH2 provides alternative local and global minimization algorithms to address a vast array of calibration and other optimization problems involving TOUGH, an external simulator, or a combination thereof.
Residual and error analysis
Identifying the global minimum of the objective function does not mean that the estimated parameters are optimal, or even meaningful, or that the model is an acceptable representation of the real system. Analyzing the final residuals and calculating the estimation errors gives the modeler a first indication about the quality of the inversion.
The estimated error variance is an overall goodness-of-fit measure:
The Fisher model test examines whether the overall fit to the data (as expressed by s 0 2 ) is consistent with the modeler's expectations, which were a priori expressed through matrix C zz . However, even if the overall fit is deemed acceptable, the residuals may be unacceptable for subsets of r. A detailed residual analysis can shed light on an inconsistency between the data and the model, which becomes apparent if the residuals (1) do not follow the assumed distributional model, (2) show a systematic trend rather than being random, (3) exhibit outliers, or (4) are significantly larger or smaller than expected. The residual analysis (combined with a good physical understanding of the system) helps identify aspects of the model that need to be refined. A number of statistical tools supporting the residual analysis are implemented in iTOUGH2; they include scatter plots, a runs statistics, covariance matrices of the model prediction and residuals, statistical outlier identification, local reliability measures, and the relative contribution to the objective function. These residual statistics are discussed in Finsterle and Zhang (2011b) .
Reproducing the observed system response at the calibration points is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a successful inversion. The parameter set may still be of little or no practical use because of large estimation uncertainty. Under the assumption that the forward model is linear and the residuals are Gaussian, the covariance matrix of the estimated parameters is given by ( )
Eq. (4) is only an approximation of the actual uncertainty region if the model is nonlinear. Nevertheless, it provides useful information about the estimation uncertainty and parameter correlations. Estimates may be highly uncertain if (1) the model does not fit the data well, i.e., s 0 2 is large, (2) the observations are not sufficiently sensitive to the parameters of interest, i.e., the values in a column of the Jacobian matrix J are too small, or (3) the parameters exhibit strong statistical correlations, i.e., columns of J are nearly linearly dependent. Strong parameter correlation is the main culprit of large estimation uncertainty, and is usually an indication of overparameterization, a poor choice of the parameter set, or a lack of calibration data with complementary information content. Again, physical insight is needed to remedy the situation, as demonstrated in Finsterle and Persoff (1997) .
A normalized measure of a parameter's overall independence can be defined as the ratio between its marginal standard deviation (the square-root of the diagonal element of C pp ) and the standard deviation calculated under the assumption that all the other parameters are uncorrelated (or perfectly known). An illposed inverse problem can be improved by better constraining a parameter with a low rank in parameter independence and a high rank in its composite sensitivity measure. Finally, iTOUGH2 evaluates various model identification criteria, which can be used to measure the relative performance of competing alternative conceptual models with different parameterizations and different calibration data (Carrera and Neuman, 1986; Ye et al., 2008) .
Sensitivity and data-worth analysis
Sensitivity analysis is a prime application mode of a numerical model to evaluate which parameters have a high impact on the system response. The usefulness of sensitivity analysis and its relation to uncertainty quantification is amply described in the literature (see, e.g., Saltelli et al., 2008) . iTOUGH2 supports both local and global sensitivity analyses. The local sensitivity coefficients are the partial derivatives of select output variables z i with respect to select input parameters p j , evaluated at the reference parameter set p*. Because sensitivity coefficients have units of the model output over the units of the parameter, these sensitivity coefficients cannot be readily compared to each other if inputs and outputs of different types are involved. We therefore introduce a scaled, dimensionless local sensitivity coefficient
which can be used to calculate composite sensitivity measures (e.g., the sum of the absolute values of the scaled sensitivity coefficients of each row and column of ̅ S, or separated for each data set and data type), which contain information about the overall influence of a parameter or the overall sensitivity of a subset of the data. In Eq. (5), s p is the parameter scaling factor, reflecting the parameter's expected variability or acceptable estimation uncertainty, and s z is the output scaling factor, reflecting measurement error, acceptable average residual, or acceptable prediction uncertainty. The interpretation and determination of these factors in various modeling contexts are discussed in detail in Finsterle (2015a) .
The highly nonlinear character of most TOUGH models may warrant performing a global sensitivity analysis. The methods of Morris (1991) and Saltelli et al. (2006) are implemented in iTOUGH2. In the elementary effects method of Morris (1991) , a point in the parameter space is selected, each parameter is perturbed-one at a time-and the impact on the output (elementary effect) is evaluated. The procedure is repeated for n p random starting points (paths). The mean of the n p elementary effects assesses the overall influence of the respective parameter on the output; the standard deviation indicates whether the effects are linear and additive or nonlinear, or whether interactions among the parameters are involved. The method provides valuable information about a parameter's relative influence for nonlinear models even for a relatively small number of paths, which makes it attractive for the analysis of computationally expensive TOUGH models.
The variance-based method of Saltelli et al. (2006) computes the output variance based on randomly perturbed parameters, and evaluates how much the output variance can be reduced by fixing each parameter. This provides first-order sensitivity indices for each parameter. In addition, the total sensitivity index can be computed by varying one parameter while keeping all other parameters fixed. The total sensitivity index includes the total effect of each parameter, accounting for interaction effects with other parameters. The two global sensitivity methods are compared and related to each other in a TOUGH modeling study performed by Wainwright et al. (2014) .
A data-worth analysis (Dausman et al., 2010 ) is a byproduct of a local sensitivity analysis. It identifies the contribution each (potential or existing) data point makes to the solution of an inverse problem and a subsequent predictive simulation. It examines how the addition of potential data (or removal of existing data) reduces (or increases) the uncertainty in predictions made by a model that will be calibrated against these data. iTOUGH2 supports a workflow in which calibration and prediction phases are combined in a single data-worth analysis, which thus automatically identifies data that contain information about those parameters that are most influential on the predictions of interest. The general approach is visualized in Fig. 2 . A set of parameters that potentially influence key predictions is shared between two numerical models: one simulating actual or potential calibration data, and the other simulating the ultimate system response of interest. A notional inversion is performed using the calibration model, and the covariance matrix of the estimated parameters is calculated. Uncertainties in these parameters are then propagated through the prediction model to arrive at a covariance matrix of the target model output. This process is repeated by removing existing or adding potential calibration data points (or entire data sets). The relative change in the prediction uncertainty is calculated and used as a measure of data worth. The process is explained and demonstrated in detail in Finsterle (2015a) . Fig. 2 . Elements of data-worth analysis. Influential parameters to be estimated from calibration data are shared with a prediction model to determine how the removal of existing data or addition of potential data impacts prediction uncertainty.
Uncertainty propagation analysis
Uncertainty in a model prediction consists of multiple components. Specifically, errors or uncertainties in the conceptual model tend to have a dominant effect not only on the numerical results, but also on the interpretation of these results. Nevertheless, we limit the discussion here on the impact of uncertainties in parameters (which includes any aspect of the conceptual model that can be parameterized) on model predictions.
Assuming normality, the covariance matrix of model predictionsẑ is given by
where the JacobianĴ holds sensitivity coefficients of the model predictions with respect to the parameters p, whose uncertainties are described by C pp . Eq. (6) is not only efficiently evaluated in parallel, but also readily accounts for statistical correlations among the parameters. Moreover, iTOUGH2 provides a simple procedure to correct for mild nonlinearities, due to Carrera (1984) and demonstrated in Finsterle and Pruess (1995) . Monte Carlo sampling of the parameter space is a way of examining prediction uncertainty without making any assumptions about the linearity or probability distributions. To partly address the fact that sufficient coverage of the entire parameter space requires a very large number of function evaluations, iTOUGH2 uses Latin Hypercube sampling and executes the TOUGH simulations in parallel. A simple response surface approximation approach is also available (see below). Finally, accounting for statistical correlations among the uncertain input parameters is essential. Neglecting such correlations has a far greater impact on the resulting prediction uncertainty distributions than an insufficient number of samples. For standard Monte Carlos simulations, iTOUGH2 uses empirical orthogonal functions (Kitterød and Finsterle, 2004) ; to account for correlations in Latin Hypercube sampling, the method of Zhang and Pinder (2003) is employed.
Reduced-order modeling
Sampling-based methods (such as Monte Carlo methods, global sensitivity analyses, and global minimization algorithms) are generally unfeasible because of their computational demands. Reduced-order modeling approaches attempt to approximate either the objective function or the high-fidelity model itself with fast surrogate models; see Ravazi et al. (2012) for an overview. iTOUGH2 supports reduced-order modeling in that so-called snapshot simulations can be generated (or externally calculated results can be read in), and a simple inversedistance weighted interpolation function is used to evaluate the objective function at unsampled points in the parameter space. Examples of other model-reduction approaches using TOUGH as the high-fidelity model are described in Lehikoinen et al. (2009 Lehikoinen et al. ( , 2010 , Pau et al. (2013 Pau et al. ( , 2014 Pau et al. ( , 2016 , Zhang et al. (2016) and Liu et al. (2016) .
Forward model enhancements
iTOUGH2 is wrapped around standard TOUGH2 . However, many modifications to the TOUGH simulator have been made. Some of these features are motivated by the fact that -if used within the iTOUGH2 optimization framework-the simulation problem has to be solved in a single run without user intervention. This requirement has led to a number of useful features, such as the ability to connect steady-state and transient simulations, to change mesh geometry, to change primary variables and certain material properties and flags at specified restart times, and to select alternative convergence criteria.
Other enhancements were driven by specific user needs, such as the incorporation of non-Darcy flow based on the Forchheimer equation and choked flow in gas wells, coupled overlandgroundwater flow (Akhavan et al., 2012) , internal generation of spatially correlated, random property fields using geostatistics, anisotropic permeability modifiers, time-dependent Dirichlet and free-drainage boundary conditions, scaling of capillary strength parameter based on permeability and temperature, inclusion of the active fracture concept (Liu et al., 1998) , material-related sinks and sources, coupling to geomechanics (see Section 8), and vaporpressure reduction to prevent disappearance of the liquid phase.
A third group of enhancements includes features that simply increase user convenience, such as the signal handler (which allows the user to request printout or to terminate a TOUGH run at any point during the simulation), free-format and tabular reading, improved time-stepping and printout control, five-to nine-character element names, and intermediate saving of restart files. Most of these options are described in a dedicated report (Finsterle, 2015b) . They are useful even if iTOUGH2 is only run in forward mode.
Joint inversion of production and deformation data
The coupling of TOUGH's multiphase flow and transport processes with rock mechanics is an active area of research and code development . These developments are partly motivated by the need to stimulate reservoirs through fracturing (e.g., for enhanced geothermal systems or tight shale gas formations), to understand the risk that confining layers are compromised (e.g., at carbon storage sites or in heat-generating nuclear waste repositories), to address the issue of induced seismicity (either as a risk or monitoring option during reservoir stimulation), and many other applications (e.g., uplift and subsidence calculations caused by injection and production operations).
Observable deformation data do not only contain information about geomechanical processes, but may help identify magnitude and direction of fluid and heat flows that cause stress changes in the reservoir. To be able (1) to determine geomechanical properties through inverse modeling, and (2) to make use of deformation data to constrain other properties and processes within a multiphysics joint inversion framework, nonisothermal fluid flow and geomechanics must be coupled. We integrated the ROCMECH simulator (Kim et al., 2012) into iTOUGH2. ROCMECH calculates elastoplastic deformations caused by thermal and mechanical stresses using a sequential approach. Geomechanical properties (such as Young's and shear moduli, Poisson's ratio, Biot coefficient, yield stress, hardening parameter, friction and dilation angles, and thermal dilation coefficient) are part of the list of parameters that can be estimated, and deformation observations (magnitude and orientation) can be used as calibration data.
iTOUGH2's multiphysics joint inversion capabilities are demonstrated here for a synthetic enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operation, in which steam with a temperature of 300°C is injected to mobilize and displace heavy oil towards a production well through a highly heterogeneous reservoir. Injectors and producers are arranged in a five-spot configuration, and all wells were hydraulically stimulated, assuming to have created large ellipsoidal, vertical fractures. Sequential Gaussian simulations are used to generate a spatially correlated, anisotropic, heterogeneous permeability field (Fig. 3(a) ). Initial pressure, temperature, and oil saturation distributions are calculated by running the system to near-steady conditions (Fig. 3(b) ). Fifty days of steam injection followed by ten days of recovery are simulated using the nonisothermal three-phase module TMVOC (Pruess and Battistelli, 2002) , which is integrated with ROCMECH for stress/strain calculations, GSLIB (Deutsch and Journel, 1992) for geostatistical simulations, PVM for parallelization, and iTOUGH2 for inverse modeling. The main outputs of interest from this simulation are the oil production rate and reservoir deformations. Fig. 3(c) shows simulated deformations at the top of the reservoir in response to steam injection as well as oil and water production. Pressure and temperature changes lead to effective and thermal stresses that result in considerable uplift and subsidence, which may be observed at the land surface using InSAR or tiltmeters. Such deformation data can then be used (in combination with injection, production and thermal data) to calibrate the reservoir model using iTOUGH2's multiphysics joint inversion capabilities. Table 3 shows the unknown or uncertain parameters that are analyzed by iTOUGH2. They include geometrical, hydrogeological, geomechanical, thermal, and geostatistical parameters, as well as autocorrelation coefficients for individual data sets. In addition, estimates of log-permeability modifiers at certain points are used to condition the geostatistically generated property field. This approach, referred to as the pilot point method (de Marsily, 1978; RamaRao et al., 1995) , improves data fits by adjusting the reservoir structure during the inversion. The 61 parameters listed in Table 3 are determined by calibrating the model against data collected in the injection and production wells and at the top of the model (Table 3 ).
The calibration model is different from the model used to generate the synthetic data in that the permeabilities in each grid block are simply interpolated from the pilot point values using kriging, i.e., the resulting property field is much smoother than that obtained by geostatistical simulations. This means that the calibration model is fundamentally incapable of accurately reproducing the data, thus mimicking the conditions of matching actual data and avoiding the so-called "inverse crime" (Kaipio and Somersalo, 2004) . The presence of a conceptual error is indicated by the follow diagnostic measures:
Assuming that the prior assumptions about the final residuals (reflected in C zz ) were solely based on measurement errors (i.e., without considering modeling errors), the overall match is declared poor, as reflected by an estimated error variance that is significantly larger than 1.0.
The error in the conceptual model leads to systematic differences between the calculated system response and the corresponding data, as confirmed by the runs statistic performed by iTOUGH2. Consequently, the residuals are non-normal and autocorrelated, as reflected by non-zero estimates of the AR (1) parameters (see Table 3 ).
The estimated parameter values are different from the "true" values used to generate the data. Specifically, parameters that are not very influential and that are strongly correlated to other parameters (see Table 3 ) tend to be adjusted such that they compensate for the systematic errors in the conceptual model. However, it is essential to realize that the parameters are-by definition-related to the conceptual model, so the notion of a "true" parameter set does not strictly apply, neither in reality nor in a synthetic study that avoids committing an inverse crime.
Estimation uncertainty is strongly related to a parameter's overall independence, i.e., it is not sufficient to have a high composite influence measure. This is specifically true for absolute permeability, as shown in Table 4 .
Similarly, high composite sensitivity does not necessarily imply that the corresponding data set is of high value, as it may contain redundant information. This is specifically true for densely sampled tiltmeter data, as shown in Table 4 .
It is not the purpose of this review article to examine this particular inversion in detail; the goal is simply to demonstrate the capabilities of iTOUGH2 to analyze disparate data and variety of parameter types using a joint inversion approach that incorporates a coupled process simulator. 
Concluding remarks
Since its first public release in 1997, iTOUGH2 has evolved from an automatic history matching tool for TOUGH models to a more comprehensive simulation-optimization platform that allows scientists and reservoir engineers to better integrate data into their models, design experiments, field tests, and monitoring campaigns, assess parameter and prediction uncertainty, and optimize operations for the recovery or storage of resources and contaminants. While the optimization component of iTOUGH2 greatly enhances the analysis of simulation results, it is our opinion that an accurate, physically based process simulator needs to be at the core of modeling studies that aim to improve understanding of the subsurface and reliably predict its response to natural changes or man-made interventions. Multiphysics forward and joint inverse modeling supports these aims.
We will continue to update iTOUGH2 and add new features and analysis methods to both its forward model and inversion framework in response to user requests, and to address scientific challenges.
The source code of iTOUGH2 is licensed by the University of California and distributed through the Berkeley Lab Software Center at http://esd1.lbl.gov/research/projects/tough/licensing/in dex.html#agreements. (5)) for a given parameter. b Ratio of the conditional to the marginal estimation uncertainty; a value of 1 indicates a perfectly independent parameter; a value of 0 refers to a fully correlated parameter. c k is absolute permeability; f k are log-permeability modifiers at 24 pilot points (not listed individually); ϕ is porosity; S wr , S or , and n RP are parameters of the Stone (1970) three-phase relative permeability functions; n CP is the exponent in the Parker et al. (1987) capillary pressure functions. d Z is the elevation of the midpoint of the ellipsoidal hydrofractures; dX and dZ are the lengths of the semiaxes of the ellipsoidal hydrofractures. e Geostatistical parameters refer to a spherical semivariogram (Deutsch and Journel, 1992) . f ρ is the autocorrelation coefficient of a first-order AR(1) autoregressive model. g Parameter is at its lower or upper bound. 
